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Abstract: Mass mixing and CP-violation in the B -B system are

calculated in a recently proposed "horizontal" extension of the

Standard electroweak theory. The model allows practically com-

ploto mixing of B°-B° with aproximately 10% CP-impurity. The

lepton Charge asymmetry arising from the scmi-leptonic decays

of B° and B°, pair produced in e e annihilation, could be äs

large äs ̂ 4% to be constrasted with its small value

the Kobayashi-Maskawa scheine.

<1%) in

The early observation T̂] that CP-violation in the b-quark sector

could be large within the Standard Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) scheine

[2] has recently led to systematic studies [3-5] showing that the

KM scheme cannot simultaneously accommodate a large CP-violation

and an appreciable mixing in the B -B system. Thus even though

the former could be large, its experimental observation does not

seem feasible. In this letter, we consider a model t6J which allows

for an almost completely mixed B -B system containing at the same

time, a rather large CP-impurity.

The model T6J is an extension of the Standard Glashow-Weinberg-Salarti

theory and is based on the gauge group SU(2)r x U(l),, x O(3)_„. The
ij I KH

additional 0(3)...,, describes interactions between right-handed members
Kri

of different generations, each of which is characterized by the same

set of quantum numbers with respect to SU(2) x U(1). Details of the

model are worked out in ref. [6]. Here we only note its features re-

levant to the present analysis. Besides the superweak CP-violations

in K -K system it can accommodate larger CP-violations

in the third generation (characterized by the strength G,, -~1O times

the Permi coupling constant Gp). Interactions between the left-handed

fermions are CP conserving at the tree level i.e. the matrix ana-

logous to the KM-matrix is real. Both these feature are also present

in a larger class of models first proposed by Davidson and Mali £7]•

We expect that our conclusions are valid in this more general class

of "horizontal" CP-violation models but, for definiteness, here we

concentrate on the model of ref. [6],

CP-violation in the inixing of neutral pseudoscalar measons (such äs

B -B ) introduces an asymmetry a in the inclusive production of the

like-charge dimuons in e e annihilation. This asymmetry is related

to the ratios h and A defined T8J äs follows:

s a
=

(l
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(2)
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AM and AT respectively denote the mass and decay-width differences

for the B°-B system. r is the total decay width. n characterizes

the CP-violation in B -B mixing and is given [5] in terms of the

Standard variable e äs n = |-n~| •

The dilepton Charge asymmetry a has the following expression f3-5]

in terms of h, and H :

0.=
- ft

A. + A. 1. (3)

appearing here are, respectively, elements of the width

cor
i«

i * ̂  ania j

and mass matrices, govering the evolution of the B°-B complex. The

phases are defined by M12 = \M.-,l e"1" and r.-, = (r.-!

of r

The values

M. 2 determine AM and AT [4J. The asymmetry a depends only

on the pararneter n and hence truly reflects the amount of CP-viola-

tion. In contrast, the total single-lepton Charge asymmetry JLt41

Signals the oxperimental observability of the CP-violation äs it

depends on the amount of B°-B° mixing also:

h. -
(4)

In the Standard KM scheme, one infers M.-, from the calculation t4 ,9]

of the dispersive part of the famous box-diagram [9]. r.-, is obtained

from the absorptive part of the latter [4], or from the analysis t3,5

of the decay channels common to D° and B . We shal] choose the former

approach. The leading contribution to the ratio | ̂ Vrt.ol in tne

KM model [4] is sensitive only to the masses of the bottom and the

top quarks and approaches approximately 10% for m -« 30 GeV. However

one does not obtain such a large dilepton asymmetry a because the

phases 6 and 0 of the leading contributions to M-2 and T-, are iden-

tical. Therefore a of eq. (3}arises only from the sub-leading con-

tributions down by powers of the ratios of the light to the heavier

quark masses C4J.
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The Situation is quite different if the main source of CP-violation

is provided by the horizontal interactions of the type proposed in

ref. C6'7J- Tne horizontal gauge bosons-unlike the vertical ones-can

generate neutral flavour changing transitions and hence exchange of

a single such boson can mix states like B -B in a manner shown in

fig. 1. This diagram can contribute only to M- 2 • I™ T-,, receives

contribution through two such exchanges and hence it is very small

compared to ImM-?. The contributions of ordinary weak interactions

1:0 M ? and r.? are purely real. As a result, unlike in the Standard

model, the phase cancellation in eq. (3) does not take place and it

is possible to obtain a rather large dilepton asymmetry.

In the quantitative analysis of B -B mixing we shall assume, following

ref. föj, a hierarchy in the masses of horizontal gauge bosons and

take the boson H, , generating transitions among the second and third

generation to be the lightest one. The effective strength of inter-

10 „.actions mediated by H^is characterized by a coupling G.,

This is consistent with the CP-violation in K -K mixing [63 and with

the limits coming from various neutral flavour changing transitions [10J

Neglecting contributions from the heavier horizontal gauge bosons,

the effective Hamiltonian for transitions among Charge 1/3 quarks is

given £6] äs follwos:

~" '" ' (5a)

with

A

T, H U- 5b)

XR denotes the column vector of physical charged 1/3 states d,s and b,

T. is the generator in the vector respresentation of 0(3)-,,.. UR is a

mixing matrix and is the product of an orthogonal matrix 0R with a

diagonal phase matrix F. On takes the following explicit form if the
K

simplest pcssible Higgs-sector that allows CP-violation is assumed:
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E

y and ß resp. govern the mixing of the second and the first gene-
K. H

ration with the third one. In what follows we shall assume the typi-

cal values Y, *"~1 -~J " -"~2 "" -- - • - • - - • - - • • • -° r'°10 and These are consistent with K -KR R
mixing £6]. Moreover, these are typical values of the corresponding

angles in the left-handed sector [11].

ImM.2 for the B -B System can be calculated f rom Jl ff by using the

vacuum Saturation assuraption [9] with the appropriate colour factors

^12 ]. It can be seen frora the explicit form of 0-, and eqs. (5) that
,o R

ImM-2 is zero for B, rt* (db) meson. Hence one does not expect any

CP-violation in B,-B, mixing in the model. For the B ***(sb) system,
d d 3 o s J

M.2 has an imaginary part which is given in terms of the B-decay

constant f and it's mass m äs:
BS Bc

(7)

The sin 2(cp?-(p.,) factor in this equation arises from the phase matrix

F present in UR [6J. We shall assurae maximal CP-violation setting this

factor to 1. Contribution of "){ cf to (ReM-2) then turns out to be

negligible. The latter äs well äs r.,, do' however, receive contri-

butions comparable to eq. (7) from the ordinary weak interactions.

They can be obtained from the corresponding expressions [4] in the

Standard model. The only change that occurs in our case is the re-

placernent of KM-matrix by a 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix 0T . We adopt the
Jj

following parametrization for 0 suggesteä by Maiani Cl3}:

cospcose -ätwwst -

cos p sin 9

smp

6 in eq. (8) is the Cabibbo angle, while ß and y are analogous to

the other two KM angles \2].

Using 0T instead of the KM-matrix in calculations of Hagelin [4]j_i
we get the following expressions for the real parts of H12 and r,

respectively:

T1

with

c r: 5iT\Vcosy cos p
t

Ob)

(10a)

(10b)
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In order to complete the analysis, we now need the total decay width

rn . This has been calculated by Leveille Fl4l combining various
BS
models proposed to describe the B-decays. Again replacing in bis

formula KM matrix elements by the corresponding elements of O we

get:

P. =
•m rrj

la \)

This and similar expressions for other mesons could serve also to infer

about the angles ß and y- We shall use the bounds obtained by the

JADE group [l 1] in the numerical analysis that follows.

We adopt the values f "- 0.3 GeV and m^ ~ 5.2 GeV for the decay

constant and the mass of B ,respectively/ and choose two characteristic

values (2O and 3O GeV resp.) for the top quark mass m.. The asymme-

tries a and S. are not much sensitive to the values of &, while with

respect to y they have the variations displayed in fig. 2. One obtains

rather large dilepton asymmetry within the allowed values £l 1 ] of Y-

This arises because of the significant difference in the phases of

Mn and r,-, and because of the large values for the ratio "ta!/. . , .1 2 1 2 ^ / iMul
We find that the coefficient of n in eq. (3) - characterizing the

mixing of B°-B - stays close to 1 indicating almost complete mixing
5 5

of the System. Coexistence of the large values of a with the complete

mixing results in rather large values of i äs shown on fig. 2. One

should compare this with the value ( < 1%) obtained £4] in the KM model

for similar values of the top quark mass.

As already mentioned, this explicit model also predicts the absence

of CP-violations in B^j-B sector. This may not persist in more general

horizontal models. Recall that in ref. £6] the lowest two generations

remain massless in the tree approximation because of the simplest

possible Higgs structure adopted. These light masses can arise either

from the radiative corrections e.g. in the manner of ref. [l 5] or from

a more complicated Higgs structure. It was shown in ref. £6] that it

is possible to introduce more Higgs multiplets in such a way that the

reality of the KM matrix at the tree level is not spoiled and at the

same time the light quarks and leptons receive rnasses. The only change
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that occurs is the replacement of 0R in eq. (6) by a general ortho-

gonal matrix like the one given in eq.

matrix allows CP-violation in both B̂ -IL and B„-B_ and can also

( 8 ) . This tnodified mixing
3

=
account The details depend upon one

more completely unknown mixing angle ö„.

The experimental observation of the lepton asymmetry in B°-B° seems

hard since they can presumably be produced only in the continuum. The

measurement in the B^-Bj system is comparitively easiejr and can be

done on the "^£(45) resonance at 10.55 GeV £16] decaying predomi-

nently into bb channel. Assuming e.g. a single-lepton asymmetry

of 5% in B^-B^j decay one would need several ten thousand events

on the i ("äS) in Order to observe it. The measurement of the corres-

ponding 10% dilepton asymmetry could be harder since that would re-

quire several hundered thousand events on the I (4SI .

In summary, we have pointed out the possibility of observable CP-

violations in the B -B Systems within the horizontal gauge models

C6,?3 with real Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix. Details are worked out in

a specific model which predicts large CP-violation in B -B system

but none in Bj-B,. The predictions are admittedly model-dependent

in their details. Nevertheless , they indicate that horizontal inter-

actions could provide a source of relatively large CP-violations in

the B -B System.
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Figure Captions:

Fig.

Fig.

The graph contributing to CP-violation in rnixing of

Magnitude (in %) of the predicted dilepton (solid curve}

and the single lepton ibroken curve) Charge asymmetry coroing

from the scmi-leptonic decays of B and E produced in

e+e~ annihilation äs functions of \sin

and 30 GeV, respectively.

for = 2O GeV
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